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User Guide: App Assisted Middle Ground

1. Introduction
App Assisted Middle Ground is an educational software application that assists groups of 2 to
5 students in developing a reasonable compromise that settles public or political controversy.
Not all disagreements allow of a substantial resolution, even if open-minded participants
seriously attempt to convince one another. When the disagreement concerns action or policy,
and those involved do not expect that they can rationally persuade one another, it can be
useful to examine whether a well-reasoned compromise would be feasible (van Laar 2019).
With the method Middle Ground, participants deliberate in an attempt to develop a reasonable
compromise that settles a public controversy (see on such “deliberative negotiation”:
Mansbridge et al, 2010), thereby training specific conversational skills and getting triggered
to form their opinions about the prospects and limits of compromise solutions.
Middle Ground can be used for several learning objectives that are central in civic education
and critical thinking: a) gaining insight into (historical or topical) public controversies and
political processes; b) developing a point of view about the virtues and vices of compromises;
c) obtaining knowledge about the conditions for fruitful negotiation; d) developing skills for
cooperative argumentation, conversation, listening, and collective problem solving; e)
increasing moral and ideological sensitivity, empathy, spirit of compromise, integrity; f)
reducing polarization and group thinking (van Laar 2019). Some of these objectives are
brought nearer by engaging in a Middle Ground discussion, whereas others by evaluating the
process, procedure and outcome of a Middle Ground session afterwards.
In the first part of this user guide, we explain how the admin (instructor) prepares and uses the
Middle Ground app. In the second part, we describe the various stages the participants go
through.

2. How to prepare and use App Assisted Middle Ground?
A Middle Ground discussion is about an explicitly practical issue that requires a policy or
course of action as a solution. Thus it is not about: “Is eating meat ethical?” but rather about:
“How, if at all, should the government reduce meat consumption?” Further, the issue is best
cast as an open question, rather than as a yes-no question. So not: “Should the government
establish a referendum?” but rather: “How should the government implement referenda within
the democratic process?”
The Middle Ground format is most useful when the participants disagree about their preferred
solutions. For this reason, the admin needs to ensure diversity within each group, either by
composing groups based on an opinion poll, or by asking participants to roleplay a specific
stakeholder or party.
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It is best to embed a Middle Ground discussion in a fictive scenario. First of all, the
participants need to suppose that, due to time pressure and/or the wide gap between the
various stances, it is of no avail to try to rationally convince the others. Second, they need to
suppose that there exists some pressure to make concessions. For example, it can be imagined
that the participants make up a divided board that needs to make a timely decision, or a
committee made up from competing politicians that is required to give an advice. Depending
on the case, the scenario can be specified further, so that a failure to reach an agreement has
adverse consequences, such as reputational damage, financial losses or social unrest.
To plan sessions, you need to create an account by contacting Jan Albert van Laar:
j.a.van.laar@rug.nl. With this account, you can plan a new session by going to
https://middleground.nl/admin. When specifying the “start time,” select the desired local time.

At this page you can also record the scenario and the issue. Further, you can determine the
number of groups you need. (If there are 60 students and you wish groups of four, you create
15 groups.) You need to communicate, manually, to the participants who is enrolled in what
group. You can also include a link to an online questionnaire form if you wish the participants
to answer questions about the Middle Ground discussion afterwards. The amount of time for
(a) recording motivated preferences and argued proposals, and for (b) discussing these
preferences and proposals is standardly set to 5 minutes. They can be increased to allow for
more extensive deliberation, or decreased to create more time pressure. Often, groups need
more than 5 minutes for discussing preferences and proposals.
After you have thus created a session, the app creates one group code (as well as a link that
embeds this code) for each of the groups (so 15 group codes if there are 15 groups). In a
separate message, you need to provide the members of each group with their group code (or
link), which enable them to log in at: https://middleground.nl.
It is essential that the members of a group log in before the start of the session, so this needs
to be communicated to the participants. The app doesn’t keep track of who is a member of
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what group, so if only three of the members of a group of 4 have logged in in time, the
discussion starts with the three of them. (Given that the starting time is rigid, it can be useful
to schedule back up sessions, for example 15 minutes later than the initial sessions – which
again requires the distribution of back up group codes over the groups.)
Participants should not close their browser or refresh pages during the discussion. It is
possible for participants removed from the procedure to log back into the procedure by using
the same link or discussion ID. However, the procedure is not paused during this interval.
The app instructs the students what they have to do in each step. However, some idea of the
aim and design of the Middle Ground discussion may facilitate the discussion and enhance the
quality of the evaluation afterwards. The discussion might also improve if the students
prepare the discussion by reading or by talking about the topic. When participants need to
play a role, they can study their role in advance.
After the groups have finished their sessions, the results (motivated preferences, argued
proposals, discussion moves, and voting results) can be accessed at the admin page
(https://middleground.nl/admin) by click on ‘Download result.’
Reminder: send a separate message to the participants with the start time, and their group
code (possibly also a back up group code).

3. The stages of Middle Ground
After logging in, participants go through the three basic stages of the procedure: the First
Preferences stage (blue), the First Compromises stage (purple), and the Negotiation stage
(green). It is always possible to access the outcomes of previous stages by means of the topleft menu button. What follows is an overview of the various steps that make up the stages.

Introduction: The participant is informed about the outline of the procedure and the scenario
issue.
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Stage 1.1: The participant is asked to formulate, by means of keywords, his or her first
preference for a policy or course of action, as well as a maximum of five values, interests,
feelings or principles that motivate this preference.

Stage 1.2: All participants’ preferences and motivations are shown in a survey.
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Stage 1.3: The participant enter a discussion room to ask and answer clarificatory questions
about the participant’s preferences and motivations.

Stage 2.1: The second stage of the procedure, i.e. the First Proposals stage, is announced and
succinctly explained.
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Stage 2.2: The participant is asked to craft a first compromise proposal that includes some
concessions that accommodate cherished values, interests, feelings or principles of the other
participants, and state some reasons why others might find this proposal (somewhat)
attractive. Again, only by means of keywords.

Stage 2.3: All participants’ first compromise proposals and the reasons why they might be
(somewhat) attractive to other participants are given in a survey.
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Stage 2.4: The participant is taken back to the discussion room and instructed to ask and
answer clarificatory or, if they wish, critical questions about the first compromise proposals.

Stage 3.1: The third stage of the procedure, i.e. the Negotiations stage, is announced and
succinctly explained. The required supermajority for a compromise agreemen is reached in
either of the following situations: 1/1, 2/2, 2/3, 3/4, 4/5.
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Stage 3.2: When it is his or her turn, the participant is asked to table a next compromise
proposal, i.e. a proposal that might conceivably receive the support of the required
supermajority. When it is another participant’s turn, the participant waits until the other
participant has tabled its next compromise proposal.

Stage 3.3: The participant is shown the next compromise proposal, i.e. the compromise
proposal drafted in the previous step.
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Stage 3.4: The participant is again entering the discussion room and allowed to discuss the
current compromise proposal.

Stage 3.5: The participant can vote ‘yes’ or ‘no’ on the current compromise proposal, also
when this proposal is his or her own. When the proposal receives the required supermajority
of ‘yes’ votes, a compromise agreement has been realized. If not, a next participant tables a
next compormise proposal. This cyle - a next compromise proposal, followed by discussion,
followed a vote - repeats itself until an agreement is reached, or when each participant has
tabled two compromise proposals. If each has tabled two compromise proposals yet no
agreement has been secured, the participants enter a final voting round, where they can vote,
but not longer discuss, on each of the previously tabled compromise proposals, one by one,
starting with the first. They can vote “yes” as often as they wish, but as soon as the
supermajority has been realized, the voting procedure ends, and that deal is on.
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Finish: The participant is informed whether or not an agreement has been reached, and if so,
which agreement. If the instructor has included a questionnaire, the link to it will be given
here. The Middle Ground discussion is hereby finished.
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